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1. Introduction
This research paper explores the role of photography and the gallery as a tool for agency and aspiration in
creative, cultural education. The research explores this through critical analysis of a year long collaborative
photography project. The project is formed of multiple partners, a cultural institution Open Eye Gallery, the
staff and students at Whitby High School and research collaborators, Curious Minds and Liverpool Hope
University. The paper will reflect the multiple voices involved in the project, and is itself a collaborative piece
of writing between Open Eye Gallery and the academic partner.
It is important to offer the context of the partners and how they came together. This overview of Open Eye
Gallery and Whitby High School helps to frame the background to the research project and the aims and
aspirations for working collaboratively with each other.
Open Eye Gallery, based in Liverpool city centre, and Whitby High School, based in Ellesmere Port,
(Cheshire and Cheshire West) were brought together through a pairing process from Curious Minds, the Arts
Council England bridge organisation. With the aim ‘to improve the lives of children and young people by
increasing opportunities for their active participation in arts and culture’ (Curious Minds vision statement,
2012) the pairing came from the knowledge that Open Eye Gallery & Whitby High School shared common
ground in their overarching aims and ambitions.
For the past five years, Open Eye Gallery has been working towards creating a cultural centre, which acts as
a more useful space for all, putting socially engaged photography practice at the heart of what we do.
Theorist and Curator Grant Kester defines socially engaged arts practice as something which allows the
‘viewer to speak back to the artist in a certain way, in which the reply becomes in effect a part of the work
itself’. In line with Kester’s definition Open Eye Gallery aims to be in on-going dialogue and exchange with
our audiences and locale, and champions this approach of practice and programming.
For Open Eye Gallery, socially engaged photography is the process of inviting photographers and
communities to come together to co-author visual imagery. The imagery created often reflects what matters
to that particular community and more broadly what matters to and is relevant in society.
The gallery is developing a Museum 3.0 model of practice, (Hudson 2015) to become an institution ‘whose
meanings and functions are created by the actions of its users’ and believe that socially engaged
approaches to practice support this to happen. How can this relate to the gallery’s working relationship with
local schools?
Open Eye Gallery’s schools programme is very much in its infancy, as the gallery tests and explores models
and methods of working in and with schools across the region. A key aim to is learn and develop projects
alongside schools, exploring what the gallery has to offer teachers and students, and what the gallery can
learn from the school about what role the gallery should and can play. The research project was a pivotal
opportunity for Open Eye Gallery to explore how a socially engaged approach to photography can exist
within the current school’s education system.
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Whitby High School was eager to partner with Open Eye Gallery for its own set of agendas. The school
hoped that by working with this particular cultural organisation;
•

student engagement and levels of aspiration could be improved,

•

photography might prove an accessible tool for increased visual literacy and communication,

•

two way learning would be encouraged for teachers and gallery based staff; school staff developing
a greater photographic knowledge with an increased awareness of photographers and their working
practices and gallery staff a greater insight into the work and pedagogical approaches undertaken in
school.

Interestingly, whilst the uptake for students to take art and drama has decreased, arguably in line with the
current EBacc and push for STEM focused subjects for GCSE, there has, in fact, been an increase in the
number of students opting to continue Photography at GCSE and A-Level. As a result, the current art
teachers at Whitby have been expected to teach a discrete photography course and in the case of the lead
participating Y12 teacher, with little formal training within that field.
A pilot photography project was delivered in 2017-18, which invited the Y12 students, (first year of A-Level
study) to undertake a three-month project with Open Eye Gallery. An initial aim for this project was to
‘encourage and promote the photography A-level course at Whitby High School’1. The project was
considered a success in the sense that most students saw the project and course through to the end of the
year and produced quality work. The project however lacked a robust framework for capturing the level and
diversity of impact a partnership project can have for students, staff and gallery involved.
With the support of Curious Minds, Open Eye Gallery and Whitby High School were successful in securing a
place on the Cultural Education Research Initiative, with Liverpool Hope University. This would involve
bringing an academic partner into the fold of the gallery institution working with both gallery and school staff
to develop an impact case study of the project.
This research partnership would allow for a qualitative and critical analysis of the partnership and create the
necessary space for partners to consider the project within their wider organisational aims and objectives.
One key shared aim between School and gallery was an ambition for raising the aspirations of those
involved in the project. For this reason the paper will unpick what aspiration means for the different
participants involved. This will range from themes of engagement and motivation connected to
empowerment, autonomy, emotional investment as a creative endeavour and the counter points of pressure
or anxiety around attempting to increase aspiration and ambition. Whilst this key aim is shared across
partners, so too is an ambition to work within a flexible, responsive and collaborative approach to the
research.
This approach echoes Open Eye Gallery’s belief in collaborative and co-authored approaches to working. It
also compliments the School’s ambition to offer students the greatest sense of autonomy within the project.
Therefore the paper will discuss how the students, staff and academic partner had the opportunity to develop
participatory approaches to research activity and data collection, which could adapt and shift as the project
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progressed. The paper will highlight to what extent the initial aims and objectives of the project were met,
whilst not shying away from the tensions of partnership working between gallery and school settings. It will
also analyse to what extent the participatory and collaborative approaches to working both supported and
restricted the overall delivery of the project, with key useful summary points of what can be learnt and
adapted from this for future projects of this nature.
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2. Engagement with Literature
2.1 Aspiration
Definitions
Aspirations may relate to individuals, groups or institutions. They are dynamic, sometimes transient, often
shifting. Attempts to define aspiration reveal a complexity of nuances;
•

a feeling : ‘steadfast longing for something above one’ OED

•

an emotion which seeks an outcome : ‘a strong hope for achievement or success’ CED

•

a goal which inspires action : ‘an ambition for which someone is motivated to work’.

The duality of ‘feeling’ and ‘functioning’, exhibited in the final definition, are those which inform the current
study. The relationship between the two is the nub of contention in the debate that surrounds recent
education policy, namely, that there is a simple causal relationship between aspiration and attainment.
On first inspection connotations of self determination, hope and autonomous goal seeking abound.
Approaches
Payne (2003) suggests three different approaches to examining young people’s aspirations. Each
recognises that the degree of choice involved, whether explicit or tacit, is variable and levels of personal
control will differ dependent on context and circumstances.
•

Structuralist: aspirational choices are believed to be governed by environmental factors (such as the
economic, institutional or cultural structures that surround a young person) over which the young
person has no control. Aspirations generated are responsive, shaped by the structures around them
and by the assumptions others hold about them

•

Economic: assumes aspirational choices to be a process of rational choice, weighing up costs (such
as financial, effort, time, fit with self image), benefits (including material, enjoyment, prestige) and
risks (including potential failure, and uncertain long-term advantages) of different options.

•

Pragmatic rationality: acknowledges the limitations placed upon aspirational choices by structure,
opportunity, and qualifications, and highlights the role of subjective perceptions and of chance
events in the life course.

The role of self efficacy, a ‘shaper of children’s aspiration’, Bandura (2003), will be considered later as an
aspect of learning aspiration and motivation. What becomes apparent, within a limited range of theory, is that
views on the nature of aspiration draw on apparently competing assumptions of free will and determinism.
The aspirations of young people, particularly mid to late teenagers 15-18, moving toward life choices for
adult education and careers, have been the focus for government attention and policy in recent years driven
by two concerns: raising the education and skills of the UK population, and tackling social and economic
inequality. Aspirations are seen as a critical factor in the success of young people.
The School White Paper ( Dfe 2010), attributed lack of aspiration as the key difference in attainment
between groups of young people. The contention being that;
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•

Low aspirations leads to low achievement (defined in a variety of ways).

•

Some people from poorer backgrounds have depressed aspirations, affecting their achievement and
ultimate job prospects.

•

Raising aspirations will help to break this cycle, and lead to improved social and economic outcomes
for young people from deprived backgrounds.

Contextual factors are also at play; young people from areas with narrower job opportunities tend to hold
lower aspirations, Hirshi and Vondracek (2009) while Lupin et al (2011) suggest that deprived places are
frequently characterised by inward looking perspectives which serve to limit residents horizons. The range of
possibility appears restricted.
Kintrea (2011) challenges the idea that simply raising young people’s aspirations will lead to enhanced
outcomes, both vocationally and educationally, whilst recognising that this view has acquired the status of a
common-sense truism. He identifies aspirations as highly contextual, presenting three key domains of
influence, family, school and place and contends that aspiration policies cannot properly be designed without
placing aspirations in the context of wider factors, including educational and social. Significantly, little of the
literature makes direct reference to creative and cultural opportunities.
Cummings ( 2012 ), explains, ‘ attitude change, especially aspirations, has been a focus of policy in
education for many years. However, what has been missing is the evidence that the recommendations
actually lead to the assumed outcomes.’ What is recognised is that the relationship between aspirations and
attainment is complex and multi-dimensional.
In an examination of evidence of potential causality between aspiration and achievements Gorard (2012)
noted that it seemed that educational attainment, though partially mediated by aspiration, was more likely to
impact on behaviours. Thus it may be better to focus on changing actions or behaviour rather than attitudes.
For Cummings (2012), the emphasis is in recognising that aspirations may be unrealistic in terms of
opportunities that are available, so the focus might be on improving opportunities and information rather than
changing attitudes per se. Rose and Baird’s study 2013 found that young people have no shortage of
aspiration. The context in which these young people find themselves, however, is one of reduced
opportunities in an austerity state. Joseph Rowntree Foundation recommended something similar, stating, ‘It
is not enough for young people to aspire, they need also to be able to navigate the paths to their goals and
be motivated and supported to step along the route.’
2.2 Motivation
The terms aspiration and motivation seem often interchangeable. Raising aspirations is often believed to
incentivise improved attainment, incentivise implying a move toward action or behaviour. Mohd et al (2010),
refine the emphasis, posturing a linear relationship between aspiration to learn and motivation. Goplan
(2017) provides a working definition of motivation in learning as ‘ a persuasive feeling that provides
positivism to students to accomplish a task or activity to the end and succeed, no matter how hard or tough it
is.’ Personality traits related to tenacity and resilience coming also to bear.
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Motivation may be cultivated intrinsically, where the individual engages for the fun, challenge or uniqueness
of the experience, which itself ‘arouses curiosity’, Whitehead (2006), or extrinsically, where the task is learnt
for some reward that the individual values, external to the task but contingent on its completion. Tohidi
(2012), suggests these states are not static, but that motivation cultivated extrinsically at an initial stage can
transform into intrinsic motivation as the learning process deepens.
Deci (1975), connects intrinsic motivation to the satisfaction of core needs through a theory of self
determination (SDT), where ‘ achievement of learning goals is associated with developing expertise and
meta cognitive wisdom, resulting in a sense of psychological well-being’. Interestingly both of these elements
are often associated with creative learning.
Core or innate individual needs include:
•

Competence ( feeling effective )

•

Autonomy ( being the source of one’s behaviour )

•

Relatedness ( having a sense of belonging with others and community ).

Young people’s motivation is influenced by their perceptions of the work at hand. Deci and Ryan ( 1985 )
consider this to involve three motivation dimensions:
•

Intrinsic and interpersonal; learning interesting things, having opportunities to choose, perceptions of
relationships with peers and teachers/ mentors

•

Efficacy and importance; how much effort students put into their work, the importance place on the
work they are doing

•

Anxiety; experiencing negative emotions in relation to the work such as it being too hard or getting
worried when working.

Pintrich (1989) adds nuance, citing young people’s expectancy ( belief about their ability ), value ( belief
about the importance of the task) and affective response ( emotional reaction to the task) as motivation
contributors.
Perception is important, for it is young peoples ‘perceived efficacy rather than their actual academic
achievement’ that Bandura et al ( 2003 ) found was the key determinant of their perceived occupational self
efficacy. The distinction is important if we accept the view of Oyserman, Bybee and Terry (2006) that young
people at this stage, 15-18, work with the concept of possible selves as they analyse their traits and abilities,
with knowledge about what is needed for different roles, creating different concepts of what they could be in
the future. The concept is volatile and will change depending on how the individual judges the relationship
between the ideal, the realistic and the possible. This is, in turn, informed by experiences and opportunities.
A key route for that learning experience is through the opportunities which school are able to generate.
2.3 Opportunity
Opportunities which unsettle the stasis of what is perceived as possible are key characteristics of creative
practice and learning through the arts.
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‘Learning through the arts can engage and inspire young people, support key educational outcomes
and develop skills that prepare young people for life beyond school. For many young people,
particularly those experiencing the most disadvantage, the only opportunity to gain access to arts
education is at school.’ Paul Hamlyn Foundation 2019
Tensions exists as schools endeavour to maintain access to arts opportunity while constrained from outside.
The absence of creative subjects as statutory elements of the 2016 Ebacc curriculum for KS4 is a case in
point. Three years, on school arts departments find their status diminished, resources squeezed and
expectations of staff for the continued development and enrichment of A level study, in jeopardy.
The government’s own research report, ‘Progress 8 accountability measure: schools’ responses’ (2017.17)
makes damning reading as head teachers describe ‘a restrictive choking effect on curriculum choices’,
despairing at the destruction of an option system which ‘ inspired’ , often hard to reach students.
For Head Teachers, Progress 8 has clouded aspirational goals concerning a curriculum of breadth for post
16, arts subjects becoming challenged at the very time when the learning and cultural dividend of the arts is
becoming recognised as a vital element of UK economic growth and international research.
Partnerships between schools and cultural organisations may have the potential to affect, if not address,
these challenging dichotomies. The Warwick Commission ( 2015) recommended cultural and arts
organisations collaborate with schools to ensure a ‘visible, coherent and accessible offer of extra curricular
activities and work with relevant career agencies to improve career advice’. Hirsch ( 2007 ) found that
interventions ‘closer to the classroom’ may be more promising so that as young people experience success
the experience of life and school become more connected. The current collaboration, between high school
and photography gallery, goes beyond the extra curricular contributing directly to the post 16 curriculum,
through an arts option in photography. Dual sites for learning embracing both school and the cultural
organisation optimise both.
One could argue that a diminished subject offer could, through partnership, become greatly enhanced,
photography rather than art. The dual task masters of educational and employment aspirations connected
through the specific medium. Constraints placed on the curriculum providing a catalyst for divergence in a
different form, championing choices where non-Ebacc subjects are offered, such as photography.
Photography as a medium may have the potential to resolve the conflict between aspirational ideals and
realistic ideals caused by shifting attitudes toward the creative subjects.
In the battle for relevance, real life or school life, learning for satisfaction or future results, academic or
employment, photography has become an area which increasingly straddles both realms. Addressing lower
aspirations means ‘allowing young people and their parents to see for themselves the range of possibilities
that are open.’ Joseph Rowntree Foundation
2.4 A cultural partner
The desire to enrich the lives of young people through exposure to the artistic practice of photographers
holds both a charitable charge and a claim to the future. The inception of Model 3.0 has been a direct force
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in a recent shift in the nature of gallery education as galleries encourage and embrace communication,
connection and concern with the authentic voice of their surrounding communities. Schools provide an ideal
context for educational goals. With one eye on finding and nurturing the talents of future exhibitors and
creating an ongoing audience, the gallery director embraces a multiplicity of values which challenge the
conventions of the past. The artist in residence becoming more the mentor and facilitator, the gallery an
additional place to open up possibility.
Young people are developing informal technical skill in their self selected use of digital imaging as they
document their lives through social media. What may once have appeared to be a enjoyable but irrelevant
arts subject, ‘nice to have rather than a necessity’, Henley ( 2015), may now have the potential for increasing
employment currency. The challenge is to transform this native visual literacy into the more complex
narrative skill. Young people find this a difficult concept to master because it is a concept that they are
unaware of. It is something that they take for granted and do not question, something that visual digital
sharing platforms do not encourage. ‘ It is something that is pushed to the back of the educational queue in
favour of technical skills, post-production proficiency and other photographic aspects that fulfil an easily
implemented marking matrix.’
However, the creation of narrative is an essential ability whatever area of specialisation the photographer
works within or across, ‘from fashion to food, from interiors to still life, from sports to portraiture, from news to
cars. It is the creation of the narrative that not only fulfills a personal desire, but also a client brief.’ Scott (
2019)
To summarise, realisation of young people’s aspirations, a transitional perception in itself, requires
opportunities and the will, or motivation to value and engage with these.
School art provision for post 16 is under stress in a results led climate which has required a certain pragmatic
adaptation. Photography may act as an arts subject which has currency as both an artistic endeavour and a
viable skill for employment. Collaboration between school and photographic gallery may enhance school
provision. The employability of the future photographer is reliant upon the narrative, a form which may
generate personal and community relevance and connectedness, though young people find this concept
challenging.
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3. Methodology
As a ‘research initiative’ the project intention was to find ways to ‘engage in a process of noticing in a
systematic way’. Mason 2001.
The settings and aspirations were particular and have been identified, the research approach selected was
one which celebrated the contextual and situational as important. There was also a recognition that
understanding of the process of researching was contentious and likely to shift over the period of the project.
Thus there was a need to capture negotiated meaning over time from each of the parties.
Whilst the focus was on the perspectives, learning experiences and achievements of the young people,
those practitioners involved in decision making regarding how those experiences should be conceived,
enacted, captured and reviewed i.e. the teacher, gallery creative producer, head of engagement and director
would also be participant. The methodology selected, though initially conceived by the facilitating researcher,
was discussed and agreed with representatives from each setting at the outset, as part of the production and
agreement of an ethics report and reviewed and adapted throughout. Consent was sought and given in
writing by all participants including parental permission.
There was a strong desire to match the methodology, not just to aims and purpose of the project but to
values and ethos embedded therein, Bell (2005). These included a focus on young people’s authentic voice,
individual entitlement and empowerment, gaining insight into a situation with a view to implementing
adaptations to improve practice and understanding. A qualitative, rather than quantitative, approach drawing
from practitioner and teacher research.
3.1 The stance - dynamic action research.
The initial approach was akin to that espoused by interpretive action researchers, such as Elliot and
Kemmis. Namely, that the proper way to do research is for an external researcher to watch and report on
what other practitioners are doing. This is probably still the most common form of action research.
However, there were tensions with this as the facilitating researcher was aspiring toward a more
emancipatory, ‘Living Theory Action Research’ as defined by McNiff and Whitehead (2006). This is informed
by the belief that a practitioner is able to offer their own explanations for what they are doing and that key
issues are about the politics of theory, i.e. who counts as a knower, who is able to offer explanations, about
what counts as knowledge, and who makes decisions about these things.
This approach, with its sense of collaborative reflection, analysis and co-authorship being a closer match to
the values toward which the partners were moving.
In Living Action Research you are aiming to show a development of influence, an unfolding of new
understandings and actions from people working together in new ways, and their influence on one another,
that is, how they learn with and from one another. There is a genuine sense of partnership, where
practitioners recognise that there might be a difference in responsibilities and professional expertise, but no
difference in value. Each is there to improve their work by acting as challenging and supportively critical
colleagues, each for the other. McNiff (2002)
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3.2 Structure
To accommodate an action and review cycle, the project was structured in three distinct phases.
1 Reconnaissance
2 Development
3 Review
Each phase included opportunities for collection and reflection upon data to inform adaptations in approach
in subsequent cycles.
A timeline can be found at the end of this chapter.
3.3 Data collection tools
Interviews and focus groups were specified from the outset, providing a security and foundation for
innovation. There was an intentional fluidity in how these might be used to enable responsiveness and
adaptations. As photography was the learning medium this was also explored as a data collecting device.
Interviews
These were undertaken with the class and head teacher plus the three previously identified OEG staff in
phases 1 and 3. Ten questions were constructed by the full team and agreed with interviewees in advance.
The facilitating researcher conducted interviews with Open Eye Gallery staff to enable each to speak freely.
Open Eye Gallery’s head of engagement, acted as associate researcher and conducted the interviews with
school (See appendix G.)
The form of interview, taken from MacNamara ( 2009 ), included:
•

Standardized, open-ended interview - here, the same open-ended questions are asked to all
interviewees (an open-ended question is where respondents are free to choose how to answer the
question, i.e., they don't select "yes" or "no" or provide a numeric rating, etc.); this approach
facilitates faster interviews that can be more easily analyzed and compared.

•

General interview guide approach - the guide approach is intended to ensure that the same general
areas of information are collected from each interviewee; this provides more focus than the
conversational approach, but still allows a degree of freedom and adaptability in getting information
from the interviewee.

•

Informal, conversational interview - no predetermined questions are asked, in order to remain as
open and adaptable as possible to the interviewee's nature and priorities; during the interview, the
interviewer "goes with the flow".

Responses were written up and agreed with each person, some as full transcriptions, then distributed among
the team for comment.
A photo montage of positional responses of young people to six key questions were captured in both first
and last sessions
Focus groups
Two focus groups were constructed from the young people, similar in size, 6-8 participants. The focus
groups were consulted in each phase. The nature and process of data collection varied in light of group
12

analysis of effectiveness of each as a productive form of communication. Dialogue and engagement were
audio recorded.
Straightforward direct questioning from the associate researcher, evolved into exploration of visual dialogue
through photographs and captions related to the six key questions, peer paired interviews based around
amended key questions and a video recorded ‘beyond text’ walk. Owens 2019 who explored ways of
communicating ideas and generating data using alternatives to writing. He talked about the arts as ‘an
aesthetic medium for expressing the messiness of the research process as a form of criticality’.
Open Eye Gallery taught and feedback sessions were observed by the facilitating researcher, with the
exception of the initial gallery visit and school feedback (crit) visit 1 and each practitioner participant wrote a
personal reflection after each session. Reflective accounts were shared and dialogue engaged through
email.
The ‘Hang’ days at the gallery generated opportunity for not only paired peer interviews but also an
unstructured interview with the class teacher. Informal observations were made by all staff creative producer
which informed aspects of final interview content.
At the exhibition the gallery director conducted informal conversations with a number of parents. The
facilitating researcher interviewed two of the young photographers.
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3.4 Project Timeline
Phase 1 Reconnaissance
25th May 18 - 1st CERI research day (Sarah, Andy, Chris) - writing of ethics.
18th July 18 - Meeting at Ellesmere Port Library (Liz, Sarah, Andy, Chris & Sophie)
13th September 18 - CERI - Curious Minds Conference at Liverpool Hope (Liz, Andy, Chris)
8th October 18 - Andy & Sophie initial planning meeting
1st November 18 - Interviews of OEG staff with Chris
5th November 18 - Liz & Andy intro to year 12’s at Whitby High School (Liz interviewed Sophie & Head)
30th November 18 - Year 12’s gallery tour/workshop (1st research questions ‘on a scale of 1-10’)
7th December 18 - Data analysis session (Liverpool Hope)
18th December 18 - planning meeting at OEG (Liz, Andy, Chris)
Phase 2 Development
14th Jan 19 - Introducing brief to students at Whitby High (Andy PP, Liz focus group, Chris observing)
5th-6th Feb 19 - CERI writing retreat (Liz, Andy, Chris)
11th Feb 19 - @ Whitby High Progress update with Andy & Sarah
11th March 19 - 2nd progress update (Sarah & Thomas) - Focus group with Liz. Chris Observing.
22nd March 19 - Deadline for images
25th March 19 - Andy, Liz, Thomas selected images for exhibition
16-17th April 19 - Install (including peer to peer interviews and unstructured interview with Sophie)
18th April 19 - Exhibition opening
Phase 3 Review
2nd May - CERI presentation prep @ OEG (Liz, Andy, Chris)
8th May 19 - CERI TATE event - (Chris, Andy, Sophie, Danielle, Zoe presentation)
3rd June 19 - Last Whitby High Visit (Liz, Andy, Chris) final focus groups and ‘walk your journey’.
8th July 19 - Final Interviews of OEG staff with FR (Liz, Sarah, Andy)
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4. Findings
4.1 Aspiration
For the students
Aspirations for the young people became more clearly defined in the early interview process. For both school
and gallery leads, opening up opportunity was a key focus, though the emphasis differed.
School
‘Distilling a desire to achieve’, was a school priority. Concerns included students’ ‘laid back attitude, minimal
effort and missing of deadlines’. They pointed to students’ lack of inspiration, ‘they won’t push themselves to
be the best’, they ‘lacked ambition’. Moving beyond expecting to change attitudes
(Cummins 2012), school identified the project as a route for students to act or behave differently.
The head sought opportunities to engage ‘hard to reach and confident learners fully,’ in a ‘different way,
widening experience, expanding horizons and students taking ownership of their education’ as routes toward
aspirational goals. The class teacher saw the project as an opportunity to engage students and develop their
resilience and creative thinking skills, seeing the experience as a vehicle for students to explore a process
with ‘unknown outcomes, where risk taking might be encouraged’ through creating a ‘real life outcome’, a
public exhibition of work, where there was more at stake and the repercussions of lack of engagement would
have a direct effect, ‘ if you don’t do the work, there is nothing on the walls!’. She wanted to increase the
creative challenge, with students doing something in the real world, working with people in the art world
rather than the ‘isolated education world’. For the learning experience to be significant and personally valid,
she saw the student voice as integral, and recognized that student fear of speaking out loud was a potential
barrier to them articulating their thinking, an analytical process integral to deep learning and developing
learner autonomy and an area in need of development.
Gallery
The director was concerned that ‘these bright kids had a future in local industry ahead, they were not seeing
themselves with options or in different roles’. The biggest barrier was viewed as aspirational, ‘so many have
creative strengths knocked out of them, they’re told they’re not good enough, it’s not a career, do it as a
hobby, they are not encouraged to go down a route where they can excel. The biggest barriers are parental
influences and the confidence you can do it.’ Wanting to give opportunity for increased confidence for both
young people and the class teacher in photography, she saw photography as access to communication for
non academic pupils, those not as fluent with the written word, ‘but they need something to say…it is this
that enables confidence and conversations linked to photography.’
She recognized aspiration as a process, people start to develop thinking about themselves in relation to what
they produce. In the previous year the students’ work was all very similar, images had strengths in a formal
sense and the kids talked about them in relation to formal elements, but the connection to meaning invested
was less visible. We tried to bring the expressive narrative to the fore; ‘why do you care about the train
station?’ Developing students’ understanding and skill in constructing a visual narrative was a specific
challenge. This area is examined later under the heading photography. Parental influence as a catalyst for
aspiration would appear to be outside the scope of the project, however there were some surprising
15

outcomes that came to light as part of the impact of the exhibition which are discussed as an area of
challenge later.
Our idea of aspiration may not be the same as a young persons, they might not tell us or vocalise it, thus the
research process took steps to alleviate this through multi modal approaches with a sense of the following
definition, ‘aspiration as desire to be motivated to take action toward a goal,’ in this light the first indicator
would be level of engagement.
Engagement and motivation
A number of features led to 100% student engagement throughout the project. All students completed
successfully and all wanted to be involved in the research. The 100% uptake for research involvement was
surprising. Gaining parental consent and association with a university body, alongside an international
gallery, may have generated additional interest for both students and their families.
Stimuli
The ‘unique’ and ‘rare’ opportunity for students to exhibit their work in an international gallery was a powerful
extrinsic motivator and generated an intensity of emotional responses. Excitement was a common feature at
each focus group activity prior to the exhibition itself, balanced with fear and nerves. Interestingly, students
were articulating what impact this ‘pressure’ would have on their actions, ‘ you need to make sure the work is
up to scratch’, ’needs to be good, or your best.’ In pursuing this goal the majority of students made a shift
toward intrinsic motivation as suggested by Tohidi (2012) as they re- conceptualised initial ideas and
pursued what became their own, personally significant goals. This was strongly enabled by the well selected
theme of belonging. Hard to reach students were embraced and able students challenged through a focus
which facilitated connections for young people between their school and home lives. The breath of the theme
was open to individual interpretation, thus generating choice, space for deviation, ownership of interpretation
and creating the catalyst for creative endeavour. The challenges students encountered with this breadth was
part of their handling of uncertainty and building emotional resilience and is discussed later under
‘Challenges’.
Creating a body of work of sufficient aesthetic, photographic and narrative quality to be coherent with an
international gallery was a huge aspiration in itself and was achieved, albeit to different degrees, by every
participating student.
For 50% of the students, the project itself had led to their participation in the photography course, ‘ I was
giving up’, ‘wanted to extend my creativity’, ‘take an opportunity’, a ‘ once in a lifetime’ opportunity. Others
were more ambivalent, ‘ May as well’, ‘I did GCSE’. For these students the project was transformational,
ambivalence shifted to pride, achievement and for some a real passion as they became ‘more interested in
photography through the project, ‘it helped me to love it’, ‘ gained a massive interest and want to continue
the passion maybe in university’, evidence of a shift from extrinsic to intrinsic motivation.
The initial stimulus of the gallery visit, exhibition and input from the gallery engagement team generated
generally positive responses. Whilst some students seemed uncertain of the impact of the gallery visit in the
16

first focus, there was evidence of broadening insight from the outset, ‘it opened our eyes to many different
types of photography that we wouldn’t normally have been aware of’, one student had begun to recognize
narrative through the intervention of the gallery curator, ‘we really looked at the images, he pushed us to look
more deeply at what the images were trying to say. Like in multiple different ways, not just one.’
At later stages the students began to recognize aspects of both gallery visit and the first school input session
as significant. “It helped me plan where I sort of wanted to go. Belonging can have many meanings. I
thought about the places I go to most which is the streets, so I chose that.’ ‘ I remember the first session
vaguely, I don’t remember specific details of the photographers, but I do remember the concept of belonging
somewhere, not just taking a picture of a house but the house belonging somewhere as a deeper meaning.
That’s what I took from those photographs.’ Repeated opportunities to recall and reflect on perceptions,
experiences and be instigators for own work, facilitated by the diversity of focus group activities, enabled
students to express their views more specifically in later stages. Stressing the importance of a longitudinal
approach to gaining insight through data collection over time.
Mentoring
The three Open Eye Gallery staff input sessions in school provided an excellent support system which both
encouraged and sustained young people’s engagement and learning in constructing a photographic
narrative. This was ably supported by the one to one tutorials given by the class teacher who facilitated each
student by skillful use of feedback and encouraging students’ individual responses. The balance here
between areas of expertise was highly nuanced, the intimate and longstanding relationship of the class
teacher with finely tuned pedagogic skill and a long standing relationship with the students informing the
visiting ‘expert’ photographic relationship of the gallery team and vice versa.
The quality of feedback given to each student by the Open Eye Gallery team was pertinent, personalised
and developmental. It had a direct impact on the quality of the images and the success of the narrative. Care
was taken to contextualise feedback making reference to previous work, inviting comments from the
individual, giving direct narrative and technical feedback and possible future steps.
Students in review made specific reference to the expertise of gallery staff and were cognisant of the value
of this. ‘The thing I enjoyed the most is probably the criticism and getting different opinions from someone
who I haven’t normally spoken to or shown my images to.’ High value status was given to the gallery
personnel as ‘professionals in the industry’. There were characteristics of autonomy support, Deci and Ryan
(2008.18), ‘where one individual (often an authority figure) relates to the individual by taking their
perspective, encouraging initiation, supporting a sense of choice, bring responsive to their thoughts,
questions and incentives’. Students were expected to know why they had chosen to take the images they
had and became increasingly aware of what those images meant, paving the way for an increasing level of
student metacognition. In some cases this generated a conflict between the expectations of various parties
and created a dynamic catalyst for self determined, creative decision making for individual students. This
issue is explored further in both ‘Photography’ and ‘Challenges’ sections.
The class teacher anticipated the difficulties of maintaining momentum, using this insight to inform her
individual feedback. Responding to student anxiety and initial uncertainty with interpreting the brief, the class
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teacher effectively facilitated students trying out ideas, not closing down possibilities too early, ‘decision
making through doing’, all aspects which emphasized the creative processes of investigation and
experimentation, allowing time for the incubation of ideas then reviewed in light of intention and purpose.
Setting the brief within a confined time, though creating a certain pressure, helped to set limits within which
the students could work. Whilst deadlines and time limits were seen as the least enjoyable aspect of the
project, by a number of students, they were structures which generated a realism and professional challenge
which each individual sought to, and did, meet. The catalyst of creative practice and ownership overcoming
the problems with timely submission of work.
The revelation that all photo shoots and image creation took place outside school hours and in students own
time, gives great weigh to the level of successful engagement. As student comments defined, ‘I’ve really
enjoyed finding significant locations for my vision and through photography making the vision a reality.” ‘ I
enjoyed taking the photos, I could expand on my ideas and do it independently and do whatever I wanted so
it gave me a chance to be creative.’ The medium itself appeared to be a significant instigator of effort.
4.2 Photography
As ‘a hybrid form of art informed by science, social science and the humanities,’ photography ‘has multiple
functions, contexts and meanings within and beyond the art world. These sometimes overlap in interesting
ways. Art photography accounts for a very small percentage of the photographs that exist in the world”.
(Nicholls, 2015).
Viewed in this light, selecting photography as the learning medium, in terms of potentially transferable skills
and diverse routes to further study or employment becomes evident. The head recognised that there were ‘
different roles within the photography industry from production to marketing, information and advertisements.
And we have see that our media studies subjects has become more popular. Photography plays a part in
every industry’.
Open Eye Gallery’s ethos is that photography is a medium which can be accessible to everyone. The
potential of the subject ranging from understanding visual literacy and how to tell a narrative though
photographs, through to the more technical handling of photography equipment and grasp of digital software
through photography’s editing process. In these respects one could already see the rational for developing a
collaborative project with a lens based media gallery.
In order to reflect upon the potential impact and role the medium had on the success or challenges behind
the project, the research process needed to explore what photography meant to the teaching staff and
students involved.
Photography expertise
Class teacher
SP is an art and photography teacher. Her background is in painting, but due to the popular nature of the
photography course she found herself teaching photography. Photography has always been part of her life
and she uses it to document her life. SP was the school lead on the project, she reflected that this was not
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her core subject specialism and would therefore greatly benefit from working with the gallery. In particular
she was interested in learning more about photographic art history and contemporary practice and what this
could offer for her professional development and for the students.
Students
The research process created a number of routes for students to describe their initial relationship to
photography. At the first gallery visit students placed themselves on a physical line between 1-10,
responding to seven questions related to current confidence in using photography, perceptions of self as
photographer, potential for future engagement with photography and perceptions of photography as a
technical or creative medium.
What became apparent was the diversity of confidence and relationship each student had to
photography. As SP defined, “This particular year group are a mixed group of technical skill, creativity
and knowledge – some have done it at GCSE, some haven’t, one girl already does wedding photography. I
guess the issue with her is how you can encourage progression from someone at this stage as well, so she
doesn’t plato out”.
During the research activity this particular student, felt ‘extremely confident’ in the technical and professional
aspects of photography, but interestingly saw the medium less as a creative one, which offered a potential
focus for the gallery to consider when supporting her development.
Gallery staff
A diverse team of professionals, each with their own particular perspective, experience and connection to the
photographic field is at the disposal of the young people and school staff.
Open Eye Gallery’s engagement team, A and L, both hold degrees in photography and are practicing
photographers. A is currently studying a Masters in socially engaged photography, whilst L is teaching on the
same course and a current post-graduate in socially engaged photography. The decision to employ and work
with photography practitioners has been integral to the project, as outside professionals to the classroom
give fresh eyes and new perspectives for the students to engage with.
The School believed that bringing these outside professionals, who can demonstrate working as
photographers whilst also delivering key roles within a cultural organisation, could potentially raise aspiration
levels and enthusiasm from the students in this subject area. It was this opportunity for students to gain
insight into a real world context, which ultimately all partners agreed was a key aspect of the delivery of the
programme. The gallery then, as a photographic organisation, and as a whole, contributes to the partnership
in both collective and individually dynamic ways.
The process:
In three phases, photography was employed as a practical exercise and a tool for discussion.
The ‘reconnaissance’ phase allowed for students to be introduced to the gallery through a current exhibition,
‘Where Love Is Illegal’, and a short introductory photography exercise to gauge confidence and motivation
from the students to work with cameras.
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Back in the classroom environment, the project brief, ‘Belonging’ co-devised by the creative producer and
class teacher, was then introduced. There is some debate within photography pedagogy as to the use of
setting overarching briefs for students to respond to. Hopper (2016) suggests that even broad themes or
starting points can seem ‘so immense to be overwhelming, and as a result, this can be more of a barrier than
an inspiration’. Working within a curriculum framework, with a view to ensuring that an overarching brief
would be accessible to students with a mix of abilities and experience in photography, it was a shared
decision that a project title and brief would in this instance benefit the students. The brief was set in response
to the ‘Where Love Is Illegal’ exhibition, referencing a diverse range of styles of photography and
photographers whose work might illustrate multiple interpretations of ‘belonging’. Student R reflected both
the potential and arguably initial barriers to setting a brief, with “I found the initial decisions difficult,
brainstorming was something I struggled with” whilst student E found that the brief, in its broadness of scope
was a positive, “I enjoyed being able to come up with my own ideas and go about it my own way”. This
suggests that there is a certain individualism in terms of how and in what way students respond to briefs. It
would be the on-going process of engagement with students that would support those that found this more
difficult than others to respond to.
The ‘development’ phase included on-going discussions between the class teacher and students to hone
down ideas for responding to belonging, plus a series of feedback sessions inviting students to showcase
the photographs produced so far with Open Eye Gallery’s Director (SF) and Curator (T). The class teacher
reflected,
‘S and T offered fantastic positive feedback to students, you could see they were encouraged by what
you said and they are motivated to make a success of the project. The discussions were very
productive, a mix of knowledge, enthusiasm, empathy, ideas for progression and further challenge.
Students were talking more openly and confidently about their work. They demonstrated a clear
progression in ideas, and produce more meaningful high quality of images from last visit. I am very
excited about the exhibition! ‘
Through this process, students were beginning to engage more with their projects, speaking more
confidently about them over time and finding context behind them. This was reflected in the variety and
quality of work showcased between the first and second feedback session. As the gallery director reflected,
this was evidenced in the fact that many were bringing very personal experiences of family, friends and
domestic life into their work, suggesting ‘ a maturity in photo-story telling’, with some projects ‘marrying this
with visual experimentation’, which ultimately led to a considered final body of work.
Visual literacy and building a narrative into photography can be a particularly difficult concept for young
people today. This not a surprise if we consider that within social media and instant image sharing there is
an ‘obsession with the single image’ (Scott, 2016). It is therefore important to support students to consider
more than the making of a single, strong image and more about reiterating the importance of building a
narrative in storytelling.
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Due to staff illness a crucial follow up session, which would hone down this ideal of photo-story telling, where
students would select the final body of work as a ‘series’, was missed. Students did select images for viewing
electronically by Open Eye Gallery, though the ultimate selection was made by the gallery. Thus students
lost time dedicated to editing and sequencing, not simply picture making. This highlighted the importance of
needing dedicated time to offer students sessions exploring building a visual literacy and visual narratives
with their photographs from beginning to end of a project. Additionally, some technical issues concerning
image resolution came to light as the gallery team found some photographs were excluded, not through lack
of visual or narrative strength, but merely due to poor quality and size which would effect the printed artefact.
Whilst the final image selection, had for logistical reasons taken a curatorial lead from the OEG team,
opportunities for considering narrative and storytelling with their photographic works did however, come
throughout other aspects of the project delivery.
The development of students’ visual narrative occurred in a sequence of stages.
Exposure to the visual narrative of other artists, Ren Hang exhibition, eleven artists work shared by creative
producer and used by class teacher as visual resource to broaden students awareness of the interpretation
of belonging by others. The selection of images here was excellent;
‘The series of illustrations, through arresting photographic images of eleven photographers, was
highly pertinent to the task set. There was a thoughtful cross section of themes, stimuli, perspective
of belonging, community. Referenced place, people, interest, tribe, family, friendship group, all of the
definitions that had been spoken about by A were included plus some others. The selection was
interesting. I felt it was very well chosen, the photographers’ stimulus, interest, curiosity,
interpretation were all quite unique.’
Analytical reflection school visit 1 Facilitating Researcher.
Open Eye Gallery’s feedback made specific reference to an extended narrative, encouraging student
awareness of their images as a set or series, exemplified below.
‘You’ve really got three sets. That is definitely one day. Very intimate home ones, I am still in love
with these. All great images, but if you were to select for a show, always a tricky thing to do. For me,
these two are very powerful; quiet, intimate. Might want to do that, if you don’t, this set is something
that feels more ubiquitous, slightly less intimate, because these people are outside.’ Open Eye
Gallery director’s feedback Crit 2
‘If we look at that aesthetic, the creamy light, can afford to have missed the road. Thinking as a
series, these two reaffirm place, then you can afford to identify a particular way of seeing, the light,
the wet.’
Open Eye Gallery director’s feedback Crit 2
At the point of exhibition hang, students had the choice to take images out of the series and consider how
sequencing shifts the narrative. Students embraced the opportunity to consider sequencing and building
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narrative in their photographic work during the physical install of their work in the gallery, from both a
practical and contextual point of view. Students at this point were able to consider their photographic work as
a form of visual storytelling, increasing the confidence in students to offer and embrace the rationale behind
their work. As Scott points out,
‘I believe it is essential to encourage students to step away from the digital screen as a primary
editing environment. They should print their work … as it allows it to be viewed clearly. They should
lay out their images on a floor so they can begin to see them as a developing body of work”.

Open Eye Gallery Creative Producer (A) clarified that, supported by the curator, students were making active
decisions about the position and placing of their work, the physical measuring and fixing and how the
selection and positioning ultimately informed the meaning of the work.
Student H, took a considered approach to the sequencing and positioning of her photographs, inviting other
students to offer guidance on which order images should be placed to create a stronger narrative between
the subject matter in each. Before installing the work in a physical space she had considered her
photographs more as single imagery, but now was reflecting on them as a process of visual storytelling.
Student R commented as their most positive reflection of the project, “I enjoyed experimenting with creating
a feeling, emotion or story through photography”.
Student competence
All students, bar one, identified a significant development in their photographic confidence. For many
growing confidence was the result of expressive or creative features of the process, ‘It allowed me to explore
more into photos in terms of emotions’, ‘ because it can be made your own and completely unique’,’ because
of the experimentation we did through multiple collections of imagery’, ‘ I have been pushed into a more
creative mindset’. The single student who felt her photographic confidence remained the same, saw herself
as technically confident from the outset, it was through addressing the creative challenge that she gained
confidence. Some students gained confidence through ‘doing more’ or ‘gaining technical skills in camera
settings and composition’. A significant number of students made specific reference to the mentoring
process, ‘ thanks to the feedback I am more confident and know how to improve if needed’, ‘ more confident
due to constant feedback.’
Through the partnership with Open Eye Gallery itself, photography was tacitly introduced to the students as
a subject which could lead potentially to a variety of professional roles. During the project students were
exposed to a number of jobs undertaken by the staff of a photographic gallery e.g. photographer, curator,
technician etc, an aspect that could be made even more explicit. However, photography does not just offer
pathways into its own industry. There are a number of key skills sets and knowledge areas students are
learning through the subject, including IT and digital software skills, visual communication and branding to
name but a few, offering career opportunities within the design, commercial and editorial world. While some
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individuals were becoming more aware, most students required more specific signposting of these potential
career applications.
In the era of the digital, photography has become increasingly accessible, fast paced and relevant to
younger generations, the ‘digital natives’. Who better to strive towards delivering the best they can within a
creative photographic project, than young people about to become the next generation of adults (AS level
students in this context). Within this digital age however, comes an increased focus for young people
towards the single image and so, as highlighted in progression of the students during this project, building in
thinking around photography as a form of storytelling from beginning to end is crucial, facilitated by media
which will give high quality resolution.
4.3 Challenges
Time
There were tricky time constraints surrounding the project. The gallery space was time sensitive, defined by
the placement of an appropriate stimulus exhibition and the space available in which the students exhibition
might take place, late November and early April consecutively. Both creative producer and class teacher had
recognized this. Further complications existed due to school timetables for Y12. In March, the month for the
planned final school feedback visit prior to the hang, the year group had mock exams, work experience and
the Easter holiday. With a synchronization between four gallery staff, two school staff and one university
tutor, required for both project and research, each with intense personal timetables in multiple venues, the
chances of disruption were high. It is to the team’s credit that their planned timeline worked so well. The fact
that it was only the last school visit that did not take place as planned, due to the unexpected additional
factor of a staff injury, is commendable. The value of a negotiated timeline of agreed events to which all
parties were fully committed proved invaluable. As the class teacher reflected, funding from CERI also
contributed here,
‘The visits were planned for the least disruption possible for students other lessons and costs for
cover, it worked well this year but could be more difficult in the future if timetable is less forgiving.
Staff have been supportive but then the disruption is minimal. Having funding to cover staffing cover
costs has been crucial for being allowed out of school at all.’
Contingency plans were evident. This was vital in the pre hang stage as students presented their final image
collection by email, rather than face to face, with the gallery team making the final selection and sending
feedback electronically. Unfortunately, the detail of the support feedback was lost and not accessed by the
students. This detail was addressed in the physical hang, as described earlier.
Time to communicate regularly and clearly between all team members was an issue that required creative
thinking and willingness to succeed. The space for discussion and oral reflection as part of each visit was
limited, this was overcome by use of written reflection shared by email as close to the event as possible.
While this was successful in the main, the second layer of reflection i.e. reading each other’s analysis,
thoughts, questions, concerns, and responding to these was more demanding and the process of comparing
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understanding was an area that was still developing and should be considered as an aspect of future
collaboration. Meeting and writing days arranged by CERI were helpful here.
Creative Learning
The timeline provided opportunity for the creative phases of preparation, incubation, illumination and
verification, Wallas (1926), though this was very tight. These stages were vital for successful creative
learning and can be seen in various aspects in each of the four case studies ( see Appendices B, C,D,E ). In
review, students recognised how they had to handle uncertainty and allow ideas to incubate. It took time to
‘find the style I liked and what I wanted to portray.’ Students needed to evaluate choices they were making, ‘
was I interpreting the theme in the correct way?’
The freedom of choice was generating anxiety alongside opportunity. Students seemed unaccustomed to
making individual decisions and distrusted their own judgment. A case of learned dependency? Looking
back, students had been shocked by the nature of the first feedback session. H conjectured that ‘a lot of us
are babied through school, told our work is good. For OEG good means it has to be good enough for the
wall’. It was ‘surprising’ and ‘hard hitting, coming from professionals in the industry.’ A climate of trust was
important as students relied on gallery staff give effective feedback. ‘Even if it wasn’t super positive it put us
on the right track and made us think about our own work. It was a shock!’, ‘The first feedback was quite
critical, we were thrown in the deep end and got through it. It changed our minds more because it helped us
decide what we wanted.’
From this perspective the first feedback session could be considered an integral aspect of the incubation
phase, as students were guided to see potential direction in their work and began to use a range of
information to inform the evaluation and illumination process. The second session contributed to refinement
of these choices in light of the individual’s developing purpose and growing confidence in verification of their
work in progress. Tellingly, in the final focus group session E’s description of the difference between the first
and second feedback sessions captures this confidence explicitly,
‘I handled it better. The first was very broad, the second a review. By then I definitely knew the road I
wanted to go down. I learned to know what I liked. Now I will look at what I don’t like. I could give
myself the feedback now!’
Insightfully, D’s response encapsulates a shifting maturity of understanding of the complexity of the feedback
process and the impact of relationships within this,
‘thinking about getting negative feedback is scary but it turns into a positive. If they let us get away
with what we wanted to do in the beginning it wouldn’t have been as good. I can see it now as
positive criticism, it’s not personal. It’s different from them as they are only here for our photos, they
don’t know us.’
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It is likely that individual students will have been at varying stages along a creative continuum. The pressure
of decision making within a very limited time frame is difficult, in some circumstances this may lead the
individual to give up. Potentially this is where the value and desirability of the final goal provides the
sustenance for continued practice, a characteristic of creative endeavour. The exhibition had a monumental
influence on the students’ tenacity.
Ownership and autonomy
Ericsson (1996) suggests that ‘ motivation to practice’ is crucial in developing the ability to regulate ones own
learning. Deci and Ryan ( 2008), contend that a learning experience which affords choice, provides
opportunities for self direction and provides feedback which is informing ‘will enhance not only feelings of
intrinsic motivation but also promote feelings of autonomy and self efficacy.’ The promotion of student voice
was a fundamental challenge which all parties embraced. The research process itself was designed around
focus group opportunities to elicit and give status to student ideas, thoughts and views. Focus group
experiences took place parallel to Open Eye Gallery input and feedback sessions. Initially there was a worry
that this might use up precious time, in practice it made use of time differently, as the head of engagement
reflected,
‘My only concern was this didn't eat into time doing the project itself. In a way, it became part of the
project itself. So actually, even in the activities we were doing with the students, although we were
trying to get data, it was essentially about them reflecting back on their work on their projects and
their confidence around using photography, which actually is all part of the process. For me, it makes
it feel that inherently it should just be part the project anyway, because I think it supports these
young people in really thinking about what it is they're making, why, and their potential to do so.’ LW
final interview transcript
Exploring strategies to give students access to multiple forms of communication enabled the articulation of
their thinking. Speaking aloud in a controlled and supportive space, being challenged to explain choices and
decisions to others and to justify these, contributed to students’ awareness of their own learning process, a
scaffold toward meta cognitive wisdom. The class teacher had already adapted the approach which she took
in setting up the first feedback session as she explained,
So, that first crit, they had to select 3 to 5 images to show and put it all on a PowerPoint and the crit
was a whole group watching this PowerPoint and each student talked about their ideas. Now, when I
did that last year, because I made the mistake of saying ‘presentation’ the tears and tantrums started
before we even got to it. I had counsellors on the phone ringing up saying,’we don’t think such and
such should do this because they’re quite vulnerable’. I said, ‘they’re just talking about their work,
they’ve talked about it already, its just going to be on a screen, and yes, it is a little bit daunting… So
this time I said we’re just going to talk to Open Eye Gallery, I didn’t say that they were going to talk in
front of everybody and they were fine. They articulated themselves really really well. They started to
take responsibility for their ideas, because they were telling them (OEG) not me.’ Class teacher
unstructured interview at the hang
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Initial warm up exercises devised by the head of engagement after reflection on student reticence during the
first focus group discussion, invited young people to give their opinions through one minute peer sound bites.
This meant that later sessions ‘started with their agency or thoughts at the beginning instead of us.’ As the
director defined ‘we are endeavouring to set up and support a kind of arena in which young people
themselves drive stuff as well as talking about things that make for stronger images’. The impact for the
class teacher was that her relationship with the students changed, she saw the students ‘ in a different light’,
which allowed them to become more independent. The unsettling which this relinquishing of power
generated is fully illustrated in Ks story, case study 1.
Additionally, concerns were raised at certain points about the nature of ‘exposing’ very personal and intimate
images. The dichotomy between creating a powerful image which generated meaning and emotion for the
photographer, subject and the audience and being sensitive to potential negative impact was an area that
became significant in a couple of instances. Thinking about what giving permission means in principle and
practice would be a fruitful area to explore more fully in future.

Career aspiration
Oyserman et al (2006) contend that career aspiration is based upon perception of possible selves. Shifts in
attitude or behaviour might suggest that young people are adjusting perceptions of themselves in the
present, potentially influencing their future selves. Early indications are encouraging, as the class teacher
conjectured, ‘ they are now thinking more about the potential of a creative career – they haven’t been put off
at least! I think this is a question for the future, we will need some longer term observation.’
Accumulated data suggest that the process of changing self perception has begun. Unique opportunities
were being conceptualised, ‘ pretty much the whole gallery was filled with just our work and that was really
exciting because it felt so professional and we’ve never experienced anything like that before.’
Many students identified that they had moved through a sequence of fear and anxiety about their work
toward confidence and pride. Interestingly, this included not only the work itself but their willingness and
ability to discuss it, as this conversation between class teacher and student B shows:
YP I was nervous before, didn’t like to share work with people, people I didn’t know.
Feedback helped.
CT Do think you underestimated what was successful?
YP Yes, I got positive feedback
CT So what have you learned?
YP To trust myself more.
The development of individual and peer dialogue had taken many forms during the project, and class
discussion was an area the teacher already planned to enhance in light of her experience this year. Tellingly,
the exhibition itself generated a wider dialogue with an extended influential group, parents. As Kintrea (2011)
suggested, the parental sphere of influence is vital in constructing new career aspirations, or adapting
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existing aspirations. This connectedness changed the way that both the young artists and their audience
viewed and discussed the work.
As student E defined, ‘The exhibition was a really important moment, people had come to see our work. Not
just random photography, but our work, family and friends came to see our work. It was overwhelming. A real
eye opening moment.’
The theme had generated a connection between the photographers and the focus for their images, which
was emotionally significant, not just to the young artists, but to their community. This was very powerfully
inhabited in a number of cases. As A shared with the creative producer, the work she produced was very
emotional and when her family came to see the exhibition a number of them cried.
The students’ final review of the place of photography in their futures was wholly positive, 100% were definite
that they would continue beyond school. Photography career aspirations were mixed, though there was a
significant movement toward consideration of aspects of photography as an element of future career
choices. What was interesting was that a number of negative or neutral individuals were more tentatively
leaning toward a photography possibility. 40% of the students made specific reference to photography as
part of their future employment goal, ‘potentially as work’, ‘ it’s interesting and a way of making money’,
‘pretty certain that I will continue with photography after sixth form. I am just unsure whether it will be as a job
or a hobby,’ ‘I’ll definitely use it as a transferable skill in other jobs’. 40% were undecided ‘ if I do not pursue
as a career I will continue’, 20% intended to continue but as a hobby.
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
This highly successful project embodied the spirit of collaborative, cultural education which Henley (2016)
insisted should ‘break down barriers that block young creative talent from flourishing and build bridges that
allow talent to proceed and succeed.’
The power of the project was strongly nourished by the great commitment, generosity and talent of all parties
involved from both Open Eye Gallery and Whitby High School. This enabled the team to work with the
unexpected, handle challenges with limited timing, and to negotiate the route for students’ learning in light of
increased communication and more collaborative, critical reflection. Individual expertise was harnessed in a
shared vision to enhance, not only the creative learning of a group of young people, through encouraging
their narrative skill in photography, but also their belief in themselves as artists both now and in the future.
Through sharing and reflecting upon the roles taken and choices made through the journey of facilitating the
students’ learning, the gallery and school teams gained greater awareness, insight and respect for each
other’s particular areas of expertise and gained confidence in their own research skills.
The gallery director facilitated the opportunity with an expert eye to the future, a perceptive understanding of
the skills, talents and passions of the individuals on the gallery staff and with perceptive facilitation for the
professional development of both gallery staff and the class teacher. Her openness to learning from the
experience set the tone and ethos for all.
The exhibition opportunity created an intensely powerful catalyst for young people’s sustained endeavour, it
gave them a long term goal which enabled them to face and overcome obstacles with an increasing tenacity
and determination. This was greatly enhanced through belief in the value of young people’s authentic voice
and the steps taken, through the mentoring and research process, to encourage and enhance this. In
articulating the dynamic intentions for their work and the decisions they were taking, at regular intervals and
to different audiences, the students were engaged in a process which enabled them to understand their own
learning more thoughtfully. This was beautifully showcased at the CERI Research Conference at the Tate,
where the class teacher and two students had the academic audience absorbed by their accounts.
Connectedness was a quality that came to light as the project unfolded. The theme of belonging generated
some unexpected outcomes as students involved their families and communities as the material for powerful
and personally significant images, images which resonated with their audience with an emotional intensity
that was moving and for some, even overwhelming. Bringing people together gave a forum for a shared
experience, it brought parents from the outside in, it brought a new gallery audience for that moment and
perhaps for the future, it enabled individuals to be proud of themselves and of each other. Collaboration
between the young people themselves came to the fore as the project developed, through participating in
peer presentations, discussions, shared dilemmas, peer interviews and supporting each other in the hang.
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It is evident that the three characteristics of innate individual needs which Deci (1975) recognised as
contributing to well-being, i.e. competence, autonomy and relatedness were boldly reflected in this
enterprise, it is worth considering whether these were tangential to success or vital elements of it.
Students had surprised themselves with their achievements and this, in turn, contributed to some shifting in
their perception. Perception is important , for it is young people’s ‘perceived efficacy rather than their actual
academic achievement’ that Bandura et al ( 2003 ) found was the key determinant of their perceived
occupational self efficacy’. It is too early to make claims to sustained changes in career aspiration, though
some tentative movement was indicated, this is an area worth following up in the longer term.
All parties felt that the funding provided by the CERI initiative contributed to the success of the programme
through allowing time for students and staff to come out of school, providing support for the research process
through additions to resources, staffing and time to attend forums, conferences and research meetings. It
enabled greater exposure of the work through encouraging the Head of Engagement, as assistant
researcher to strike out in submitting proposals for conference and writing for publication in a broader
professional sphere.
5.2 Recommendations
Time was handled very effectively, though one missed session had an impact on the nature of the students’
curating experience. Where possible a longer time period would give leeway for unexpected events to be
addressed, whilst still maintaining all planned elements of the learning experience. In support, taking time to
construct a detailed timeline of events, which includes opportunity for shared observation and critical
reflection would be beneficial. This might be an opportunity to include other school photography teachers as
critical friends. The head of engagement suggested that her skills might be fruitfully used to enrich the
curating experience for these students. Funding to support this development would be well spent.

Collaborative learning can be built on. Peer review and feedback is an important area for consideration for
both students and colleagues. Recording the mentoring process through audio or video, would enable both
students and staff to be able to recall the detail of feedback given and to analyse the nature of this as a
resource for learning and staff development on both sites. Collaborative photography could be a useful
bridge between GCSE and A level or used as a tool to generate connectedness and peer analysis in the
early stages of a similar project in future. Opportunities to share these collaborations with a wider audience,
through contributions to staff meetings, staff developments days, professional bodies, educational
publications etc should be encouraged and given support and resource.
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Summary Soundbites: a collaborative collection of views from the research team
Project highlights
1. 100% successful completion by each young person.
2. 100% emotional engagement from the outset.
3. The goal of exhibiting in the OEG provided a powerful extrinsic motivation for every young person.
In pursuing this goal the majority of students made a shift toward intrinsic motivation as they reconceptualised initial ideas and pursued what became their own, personally significant goals. This
was strongly enabled by the well selected theme of belonging. Hard to reach students were
embraced and able students challenged.
4. The OEG staff input sessions in school provided an excellent support system which both
encouraged and sustained young people’s engagement and learning in constructing a photographic
narrative. This was ably supported by the one to one tutorials given by the class teacher who
facilitated each student by skillful interpreting of feedback and encouraging students individual
responses.
5. The class teacher knew the individual ability and needs of each young person and used this
information to gauge the level of encouragement or challenge. She had a strong relationship with
the students. She shared her insight with OEG director and curator to create additional
personalisation when giving feedback.
6. Students’ ability to articulate their ideas and comment upon their work, to a variety of audiences,
developed considerably due to a range of different approaches created to give each individual
agency and voice in different forms. Students increasingly participated in unusual activities, e.g.
walking their journey, to not only take part but also CREATIVELY take part in the research activity.
Students’ confidence grew throughout the project - from the 1st session, which is always quiet, to the final
session were they were happy to share and talk about their journey. This highlights the importance of
relationship.
7. The quality of feedback given to each student by the OEG team was pertinent, personalised and

developmental. It had a direct impact on the quality of the images and the success of the narrative.
Students were expected to know why they had chosen to take the images they had and became
increasingly aware of what those images meant. In some cases this generated a conflict between
the expectations of various parties and created a dynamic catalyst for self determined, creative
decision making.
8. The views of the OEG staff had high status with the young people they respected the views given

even though they found these often challenging.
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9. Every student identified the experience as challenging and worthwhile. There was evidence of
individuals overcoming anxiety, worry and insecurity and gaining a critical resilience which many
recognised as an important aspect of the learning journey.
10. Some beautiful work was produced both visually but also in terms of how students individually
responded to the brief with quite mature or creative ideas.
11. Critical reflection and analysis was becoming a valued part of the process of learning for all parties,
this was seen as a positive development for class teacher and OEG staff and provided a context for
greater communication and the sharing of views and perceptions.
12. Students took ownership of the installation process and seeing the students really engage & step
up with this, particularly on the first day was inspiring. Every student took part in the installation of
the work and helped in making decisions on how the work was curated and hanged.
13. Exhibition opening was a highlight, as was seeing how many of the students brought family and
friends. The sense of pride and achievement on show because they were able to make this
happen.Z’s opening speech during the opening night.
14. Parents and families were actively engaged in the final exhibition in a manner which had become
more complex. There was a much greater focus upon the work, the meaning and connectedness of
the narrative.
15. Parents’ perceptions of employment possibilities in photography had positively shifted.
16. Research has been shared with the wider community in a variety of ways involving all members of
the research team, including two young people; conference presentations for iJade and for CERI at
the Tate, ejournal published in iJade.Managing to get the project covered in the iJade article
despite it being a live project at the time – suggests an interest and demand for this area of
research.
17. At the CERI presentation at TATE Liverpool - the students excelled in talking about the project and
its impacts.
18. Seeing the cementing of relationships between gallery and school, particularly between the class
teacher and creative producer, working as a real collaborative team. Team members learning from
each others roles – class teacher’s relationship with the students, facilitating researcher’s
observation skills and ability ask the important questions, head of engagements use of different
methodologies to engage the students. A productive relationship was strengthened between OEG
and school.
19. The increased confidence in class teacher’s existing teaching skills and what this brings to the table
in terms of re-affirming her role. She felt the knowledge and enthusiasm OEG staff had been
inspiring and helped her professional development.
20. Having an external eye and critical friend through being involved in the research process with the
facilitating researcher from Hope and the CERI project.
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21. The profile of Photography raised within school and wider community. Other staff members were
going to be coming on board.
Project Challenges
1. Time to communicate regularly and clearly between all team members was sometimes a challenge.
The space for discussion and oral reflection as part of each visit was limited, this was overcome by
use of written reflection shared by email as close to the event as possible. While this was successful
in the main, the second layer of reflection I.e. reading each other’s analysis, thoughts, questions,
concerns, and responding to these was more demanding and the process of comparing
understanding was an area that was still developing. Time – we had a restricted time scale to work
with due to the CERI process schedule but also due to our own gallery schedule in terms of when
we could slot the student exhibition in – which we have shifted for this next project actually giving
ourselves more time ;)
2. Every individual in the project team had multiple roles and commitments outside the project which
needed to be maintained. Capacity to engage with the each stage of the project was carefully
protected but this was a fine and tricky balance.
3. Finding useful ways to generate and collect data that was of value to the young people and the
learning process in itself created an area for creative exploration and problem solving.
4. Quality control of the images taken in terms of types of cameras used, file sizes, how files are sent
which reduces sizes e.t.c Even though it was emphasised throughout the process getting quality high
resolution image files was a problem for a number of the students. This made it difficult to print the
images at a high quality.

5.

Encouraging the students to go out and re-shoot, make more work to improve what they have
already made. Whilst every student produced an end result, some of the students settled for what
they had instead of going out again and improving the work even though they had time to do this.

6. Due to circumstances colliding together, the final visit to school which would have included final
selection and feedback of the images to be exhibited, plus discussing and preparing for gallery
layout, mounting, framing etc was unable to happen and took place by electronic communication.
Some of the feedback sent to school was lost in the process. This is an area to look at for future.
7. More clarity still needed with ideas around image and photo consent – so students understanding
permissions around intimate imagery and gaining consent about taking pictures if they might be
show in the public in any context. This was discussed by the creative producer but somehow missed
by one student so how do we make this crystal clear, do we need a photo consent form process for
the students to get all of their ‘subjects’ to sign in this instance?
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Case Study 1 – K’s story. Through the lens of others…agency, dilemma and deviation.
K’s story unfolds through reading different dialogues that took place during and after the 2nd school feedback
visit. This was where the night time images K finally exhibited were first viewed.
Dialogue 1 is Ks 2nd feedback from the director (SF)and curator (T) from OEG.
Dialogue 2 is the email conversation between OEG Director (SF) and the class teacher ( S) in response to
the facilitating researcher’s reflection on the session. The conversation captures perceptions of facilitating
K’s agency and his authentic voice.
Dialogue 3 is Ks personal dialogue, from his process journal and peer interview.
Dialogue 1
Direct transcript…OEG Director (SF) and Curator (T ) give a second feedback tutorial to K in school.
SF What did you do last time?
K Trains.
SF Yes, this possibility of looking at transport.
Could you pull up the trains so we can see those too.
Which are your favourites? I’m kind of thinking that they are quite different to each other.
T Some images feel crisper than others, also done day and night. What are they shot in?
SF The night images are smashing, there’s movement happening, light and dark.
Might be not what you wanted to do. But visually these little moments, visually.
T I am a fan of just these.
SF But are they doing enough for you?
K The transport yes, good.
SF Its not sitting as a group project. But if you are going with this….T has fallen in love with these images.
T Did you have a tripod?
K yeah, really difficult at night.
T Could have taken tri-pod and done loads of shots.
SF Is this an easy place for you? You can tell him to get lost and do what you wanted. Don’t feel you have to
take on what he says. You’ve got a good collection. But if you feel strongly, get that horizon straight. It would
be a big image of the best of these. Would you feel alright that representing you?
K Yes.
SF Think about it, don’t be forced.
Dialogue 2
Email to class teacher (S) from SF. ‘I’m copying you into conversation with CR (the facilitating researcher)
where she highlighted my dilemma during the feedback...’
‘SF’s dilemma. SF was at pains to ensure that whatever feedback was given that the young people made
their own decisions about the work they wished to include. She recognised that there may be tension
between what the students were advised and what they actually felt was important to them and their story.
She was concerned that the particularly enthusiastic positive comments given by T to one young person K,
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on his nighttime urban scape might have undermined the choices he might want to make in what had been a
collection of transport images. SF was concerned that it was the young person’s authentic voice that was
heard. Another dilemma raised was as the OEG team encouraged a broadening of the aesthetic of what
might constitute a ‘successful’ image, there might be contradictions between their criteria of judgement,
perhaps emphasising the imaginative, unique, unusual alongside the formal elements and the criteria
needing to be met by the YP for their A level submission. This was something SF felt she needed to consult
on with S? So SF will you follow this up? Could you capture the conversation or email as part of the follow
through of this challenge.’
My feedback (SF) on this is...
yes think this is a dilemma, but perhaps not completely stark, I can argue otherwise.... - obviously there is a
role for us to play in the feedback session which is about sharing our knowledge of how images work with
audiences, i.e. some images are more powerful than others because they employ aesthetics (to create mood
etc). Ultimately there is the question of the inevitable feedback that comes from public exhibition (which can
be pivotal in confidence building). So as the nighttime images were taken by the student - and given he took
camera / tripod - with obvious effort on his part, it was right for T to champion them.
So the question is more about K making informed choices in response to the work as it progresses - which
could result in him pursuing his initial idea of different transport images, or in perfecting the nighttime shot.
What do you think, S, from a pedagogy viewpoint?
S I absolutely agree. The important thing is that the discussion takes place. Part of your/our role is to
increase awareness, so sometimes they (the young people) see value that they hadn’t seen initially. The
dilemma for K was whether he stuck with his idea or let his ideas evolve, is he committed to the idea or can
he allow aesthetics to rule. It’s that balance as artists we constantly struggle with so it is a real conversation
to have. The fact that K knows that it’s a choice to make and that he can’t make the wrong one but he can
make a different one is important. Different students need different support as some get anxious and some
embrace it, some dig their heels in. When I asked afterwards what he thought he said he liked the night time
ones, but thought that we would want him to stick to his ideas! These conversations help students to become
more independent and be prepared to make decisions. This is why this experience is invaluable as a way of
growing their resilience, independence, thinking and creative skills.
In answer to your question, to have the conversation is important but also the space to think and make a
choice also.
Hope this makes some sense!
Reflection on Feedback 2 from SF
Overall students were much more obviously engaged with their projects - speaking more confidently about
them - than at the last session. This engagement was reflected in the variety and quality of work. The fact
that many were bringing very personal experiences – of family, friends and domestic life - into their work
suggested a maturity in ‘photo-story telling’, with some projects marrying this with visual experimentation.
My questions for us was around ‘balance’ in how we critique the work – between supporting them to tell the
stories they want to tell and, a focus on visual creativity, but also between encouraging greater ambition by
suggesting they stretch themselves, and affirmation of their success to date. So for example – K produced a
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strong nighttime photograph which was very different to the many transport images previously developed –
we should have perhaps left more space for K to decide how he wanted to progress the project – rather than
championing the night shot?
Dialogue 3
Ks own words…process diary and interview
After feedback 1
After suggestion from Open Eye Gallery I have decided that I am going to take images of motorways and the
cars that use the motorways local to me, to either visit or depart from the town.
The next photo shoot that I am planing to do is light trail shots of the cars on the motorway at night and
normal shots during the day.
Analysis of one of the night time images
I also chose this image because it very much shows off my photography skills. In this image there are light
trails, not as much and as in your face as the other, the trails are well sectioned off into portions so that is is
easy for the viewers eyes to engage with and there is more to look at. I also like the M&S sign alongside the
shopping centre sign to the back of the image and the shops and factories as these really add to the lighting
of the image and it also shows apart of our town off by capturing these things. The final thing that I like is to
the foreground of the image, where there is a small light turned off and its shadow can be visible on the floor.
This section of the image seems very isolated and it interests the viewer to look at as it is slightly mysterious,
it isn’t very lit up at all and there is also contrast between light and dark in this section.
K in interview
I most enjoyed going out to the locations to take the images. I enjoyed going out because it was fun to
experiment with different things. Choosing the final photos was challenging because I took quite a few and I
went to like 3 locations. I went to a train station took pictures of trains and then I took pictures of cars and
then the night time ones. I looked through them and the ones I picked showed my skills off the best.

Reflection
K engaged fully with the project. He took an extensive range of photographs before feedback 1 and added to
these for feedback 2. In each instance he had reviewed his work and analyzed images in terms of meeting
his sense of belonging but specifically for the night time images began to analyze the specific photographic
qualities in the images and took into account the gaze of the viewer, thinking about the impact on them,
rather than just whether or how they met the brief. He was intuitively aware of the visual experimentation
explicitly recognized in SFs reflection. In championing the night time images, it seems, the OEG and class
teacher were voicing some of Ks own thoughts, he was drawn to the night time images himself but seemed
to need permission to deviate from his original approach. The significance placed on the authentic decision
making of each young person from OEG and the class teacher is clearly evident in the dialogue.
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Case Study 2 H’s story. A journey of self determination, creative process and agency.
Facilitating researcher, diary entry from exhibition night.
The first images I saw on arriving at the gallery for the show, were immediately facing me. A striking triptych.
At first I thought they were two black and white photographs and a sepia, closer inspection revealed three
photographs of three drawings, intriguingly on drawing closer, the hand of the artist was literally revealed in
each one. I asked the photographer, H, about her work.
The response
H had interpreted the theme of belonging by representing her favourite hobbies, art and music. The images
drawn by H, inspired by a music video, Forever Rain by RM a Korean artist. She took two lines of the song
and studied the calligraphy of the original language to keep the image authentic and be close the original,
she wanted to reflect different cultures and had spent time learning that part of the language. H wanted to
keep totally connected to the video, she selected drawing tools which were fine liners, 0.05 and saw in this a
synchronicity with the music video where the timing is visible. Time and detail were two key maxims. None of
this material had been part of H’s initial response.
Further connectivity was reflected in the central portrait where colour had been used rather than
monochrome, to lift the image, a colour link which had been developed over time inspired by the work of Ren
Hang.
H had spent the first half of the project photographing things not normally noticed but always there, this
hadn’t included her own drawings. When asked to select five images she had found this very difficult and
realised she need a stronger focus. After positive feedback from OEG she re conceptualised what she was
doing, she didn’t tell anyone that she had changed direction, the reveal to her family would be at the
exhibition, they were expecting sunsets!
H said that seeing the way different artists interpreted their work helped. She had drawn from Ren Hang use
of colour and nature.
It had taken hours of work to capture holding the pen in the images, literally hundreds of shots.
She was happy to have captured the two things she loves, Korean pop and art work.
Three words that captured her sense of the experience were; proud, thankful and content.
Peer Interview
Q: What have you enjoyed the most /least about the project?
A: Least is deadlines because having the exact date when something has to be completed by is a lot of
pressure for it to be the final product. Most I liked the start of it where we got to brainstorm all the different
ideas and different ways that we can show belonging, having the discussion to get other viewpoints from
everyone in the class and people from Open Eye.
Q: How do you feel about the forthcoming exhibition at Open Eye?
A: Excited and nervous, because the probability is that I will never have my own photos in a gallery again,
but there is quite a bit of pressure for the photos to be perfect. Now that it is so close to the opening of the
exhibition, it’s less nervous, more excited because it is only going to happen once but still partly nervous
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cause everyone will finally see that’s my name on the photo, so it’s me going to be judged more than the
photos.
Q: Can you talk a little bit about any worries or challenges you have overcome during the project?
A: Whatever photos I have presented in the exhibition, they are going to be compared with everyone else's
photos but I think now I have seen everyone’s photos printed, and that’s what is going to be put up,
everyone’s ideas are so different, that it’s their own thing, and I don't think they can be put up against each
other.
Selections from H’s Process Journal
Stage 1
A series of photos linking belonging and comfort, family and other interests. A linking colour theme.
‘The photos should show the love of simple pleasures that are easily accessible and endlessly enjoyed by
the majority and yet are taken for granted and never thought about as important. Simple things like listening
to music, watching sunsets or spending time with family should be appreciated. This is what I want to
convey.’
I plan to make all the photos have similar shades, a colour theme, that match and complement each other to
create flow when viewed collectively. REN Hang used colour and simple shots with big impact.
Stage 2
The warm orange theme. It will be hard to stick to this idea for the final photos. Instead of a colour that is
hard to match the colours between all the photos, it would be a good idea to experiment with colour splashes
in monochrome or experiment taking photos with other colour themes.
My concept resonated well with the gallery director. She suggested exploring the theme of unappreciated
things and creating an archive.
Stage 3
A study of people drawing/painting- one idea to incorporate my passion for art into a photo that adequately
conveys emotions that others will resonate with when they look at them. To convey emotions properly I need
to experiment with different rules of photography and ways to display art in the photo. Ideas: close up on
hands, tone, texture, shape? Angel Adams-ideas for the writing part.
In Korean, ‘I’m not lonely when you’re passing’.
‘ A clash between music and art,
Where I am most me.
Don’t be trapped in someone else’s dream.’
‘One way I belong is when drawing and listening to music. Contemplating why REN Hang chose to take
photos of his friends set me on the path towards realising what was important to me and where I belong.’
‘The final result was very different to my initial intentions. It may seem unorganised for my project to have
changed so drastically, however, I feel this change enabled me to grow creatively through the process.
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Talking though the work helped me to review properly and see mistakes and gaps. The project has helped
me to develop skills in photography but also everyday skills like team work.’
The walk
‘At first it was like something looming over us, all of this work, a certain amount of time and a final piece to be
exhibited in the gallery. With the brief there were so many different directions you could take that it was
confusing, but it was narrowing it down and trying out a few. One I thought would end up being the final
wasn’t, so was showing the confusion this caused , looking at those images and then them not being it.
Trying the new idea and that being good enough and being satisfied.’
Reflection
H demonstrated significant drive and tenacity over the full timeline of the project to find a focus for her
images which were personally significant at a deep conceptual and emotional level. Her process journal
reveals extensive research inspired initially by the Ren Hang exhibition into use of colour as a theme. She
narrowed down the field of meaning for her of belonging. Having chosen unappreciated things this was
affirmed by OEG and she extended her archive. Ren Hang again provided stimulus to thinking and raised
curiosity, ‘Contemplating why REN Hang chose to take photos of his friends set me on the path towards
realising what was important to me and where I belong.’ H’s preparation was extensive and enabled a range
of ideas to incubate, she continually analysed and reviewed both her work and her intentions, drawing from a
wide range of feedback and information.
The final choices reveal an imaginative and original response, acutely person and revealing. Her account
demonstrates a well developed critical judgement, and meta cognitive wisdom, she has set herself high
aspirations and achieved these.
Exhibits all aspects of self determination theory, agency is claimed to a high degree. A confident and able
student for whom the project generated a creative and personal challenge. A high degree of engagement
and achievement.
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Case Study 3 L’s Story. An emotional connection and a change in self perception
Overview:
L’s first visit to OEG to visit ‘Wake Up Together’ exhibition was a positive experience. L stated it was
‘amazing and created some in depth, deep conversations’ with his peers. The ‘Where Love Is Illegal’ project
by Robin Hammond really impacted on L and he decided to use this as inspiration for his work as he found
the use of the images shared with their story very emotive and inspiring.
L’s initial response to the theme belonging was to create a project that centered around the emotions of the
people around him. This led to L deciding to capture the places that meant the most to his dad. Initially they
decided on three locations but this changed due to time constraints and accessibility. As a result they had to
work around his dad’s work commitments which meant it was difficult to plan.
During the first OEG feedback session, L failed to provide any work to share with OEG staff and his class
mates. This led to L being challenged as he was the only student not to share anything. It had a significant
impact on him and caused him to make a start.
For L to complete the photoshoot, he had to go to work with his dad. This was particularly difficult as he had
to fit it in around the different jobs throughout the day. His dad was nervous and unsure at the start but as
the shoot went on he changed his mind and started to like the idea. The photoshoot became the most
enjoyable part of L’s experience. L found it a real bonding time with his dad and stated that it was fun to
relive his dad’s memories of when he was younger.
L had a number of significant challenges to overcome throughout the process from planning his photoshoot,
managing his time to make deadlines, writing about the work and struggling with his nerves, especially when
having to speak in front of the class. The challenges presented really helped improve L’s confidence. It
pushed him to speak up and present his work to OEG staff and his peers. At the start, this was difficult and
he felt nervous but due to being challenged L is now not afraid to share his thoughts.
“During this project I have learned that I am a lot more confident than I thought I was when I’m forced to be.
This surprised me as I've literally never been confident for as long as I can remember. I've always been the
quiet one, who's mostly kept himself to himself (and friends/family of course), but this project has kind of
forced me to open up a bit around what my goals are etc.”

Reflection
This process was one of real value for L. It taught L that the easiest option is not the most rewarding option.
Stepping out of his comfort zone and jumping into the project led to a level of personal growth that he never
expected and a sense of pride that he was able to exhibit in a gallery.
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Case Study 4

Z’s Story How do you push the professional forwards?

Overview
Z was one of the only students on the project who would consider herself at a professional stage of
photography. Already being paid for professional photographic work for documenting social events and
outdoor activities, this put her at a very particular starting point for the project.
So how would the gallery and school staff support her further in a subject matter she already felt very
confident in?
Z’s first visit to OEG to visit the ‘Wake Up Together’ exhibition was a positive experience. Z stated that for
her this, was a very different type of photography to what she usually creates, reflecting in her work journal
that,
“Overall this exhibition changed my outlook on photography as a medium. Photographs can tell
powerful stories, and change our thoughts on specific things”. This suggests a positive initial
experience to the project and through time spent with the gallery curator T, “helped to inspire [her] to
take on different projects and see different sides of photography in preparation for [the] exhibition”.
Z already has a passion and talent for aviation and air force based photography and she wanted to develop
this idea further responding to the project theme belonging. Being able to tie in her existing passion was a
helpful route in to the project, but there were concerns by the staff and OEG team, that although the images
were, “strong, she was doing the same old thing, going through the motions” (S interview with Chris
reflecting on the crit process and conversations with the So, the class teacher).
During the unstructured interview at the Hang the class teacher revealed that OEG feedback in the first crit
really stuck with Z, such as her first photographs being described as like ‘a tourists’.
“That stuck with her, really stuck, she was grossly insulted, and very annoyed, but that was great because
actually those things to do with challenge, are not necessarily all sweetness and light at all. That led to a
conversation with So about resilience, experience and emotional resilience. And the need for that little bit of
grit” (Classteacher ( So)in discussion with facilitating researcher )
This idea of being able to take external comments and constructive criticism became key for Z’s
development in the project. It was not that she needed to shift subject matter or change technical skill or
approach for her project, as this was always considered strong, but more over she was pushed to consider
the creative context of which she was working. She essentially needed to be able to re-frame the thinking
around her work.
In Z’s reflective journal she discussed the three main photo shoots she undertook for the project, and clearly
identified the aspects of aviation based photography, which actually make up its community. For Z, capturing
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the ‘behind the scenes’ shots of these various events showcased the people behind the industry and passion
audiences have for it. “Overall the images show pride for Britain and because of this, a sense of belonging to
the public”. In this sense she had taken on board the comments of the crit sessions but articulated how, in
fact, the work she was producing was now far more than ‘tourist’ and much more about exposing a hidden
community through her work.
Another area where Z demonstrated increased confidence and autonomy in her own thinking and creativity
was with the considerations and style of her exhibition hang. Z played around with the various hanging
styles, choosing to abandon the glass fronts of the frames to avoid reflection on the images and also created
a patterned hanging style on the wall, which played around with the idea of an object in motion. This
individual decision-making demonstrated a clear move forwards from her earlier thinking about how the
photographic medium can be a creative rather than technical subject matter.
A particular highlight for Z, and for all those involved in to see, was in her ability to step up and deliver both a
speech on behalf of her classmates and the opening exhibition, and presenting at the associated CERI
conference at TATE Liverpool. S reflected back that after the conference, “the first thing she did when she
came back into the gallery was she said, I was the star of that panel”. All of the delivery team further echoed
this by agreeing Z’s opening event speech was one of the highlights of the project.
Z summarises her own experience of the impact that project had. ‘I feel very confident in photography now
and I have been pushed into a more creative mind set, and explored different aspects of things I regularly
photograph’.
Reflection
For Z then, it was less about how the delivery team supported her to improve confidence in the medium, but
more over her relationship to it and her autonomy to self-reflect and justify her own style of work to the
public.
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Interview Questions
1. What impact or insight has your role in the project had on your role in OEG/school?
2. Were current school/gallery priorities met through the project? Insight/Tensions
3. What was successful? For students/ teacher/ You/ OEG…
4. What were the challenges?
5. Were opportunities taken to encourage students’ career aspiration? Success /Challenges
6. What is the school policy on using mobile phones and digital devices in school?
7. What did you gain out of this research project?
8. What value have you seen in capturing the teaching and learning process as a research project?
What have you learned?
9. What three top tips would you give to others embarking on this process?
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PHASE 1 - RECONNAISSANCE

0-6 Months
Full team meeting at
Ellesmere Port Library

Open Eye Gallery staff
visit Whitby High and
introduce themselves

1st visit to Open Eye Gallery
to visit Wake Up Together
folowed by workshop.

PHASE 2 - DEVELOPMENT

1st progress update and
focus group session at
Whitby High

Exhibition install at
Open Eye Gallery

Exhibition at Open
Eye Gallery

6-10 Months

Project introduction
and ideas generation

2nd progress update and
focus group session at
Whitby High

PHASE 3 - REVIEW

10-12 Months
Presenting at CERI
Conference at
TATE Liverpool

Focus group and
walk your journey
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Images selected for
exhibition
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